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About This Game

SPACE HUNT - is a new cooperative shooter for two players in the style of sci fi. You are in a locked laboratory and you have
no chance to get out... So grab your weapons and fight off waves of enemies! Single and cooperative game up to two people and

endless gameplay!
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Title: SPACE HUNT
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EncoderX
Publisher:
EncoderX
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64 or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: integrated graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible

English
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Bought this on sale because it looked fun. I have seventeen minutes of playtime showing - that's how long it took me to read the
privacy agreement and EULA. It doesn't reflect actual playtime. If you want to even see the main screen, you have to agree to
let them collect a bunch of data about you. If you make an account, they have a bunch of data they collect about you. Guess
what you have to do to specify that you don't want them to collect your data? That's right, make an account.

Meanwhile, while sitting at what very much ought to be idle, the game's consuming two full cores worth of my Skylake Xeon.

So, I got a refund. I get that selling data is a lucrative side-business for them, but I have no desire to participate.. v1.012 - I'd
consider this an emerging tool with potential. They appear to be focused on Interior Designers, which is cool, but the app has the
potential to also be useful for VR hobbiests. As one person said in a Steam Discussion, if it could be used to make SteamVR
Environments, its sales would soar. For either purpose, it needs a much larger variety of objects.

In its current form, there are significant limitations. Your project will only be one room. While you can make a more complex
floorplan with multiple rooms, the doors will only be visible from one side and they will not open. There is no way to
manipulate the length of a wall that has already been placed. There is no way to adjust where it attached to other walls. There is
no UNDO feature.

Basically, you can spawn a room of predetermined dimensions, change the carpet and wallpaper, then add furnishings. That's it;
you're done. If you want more, avoid for now and check back later.. I enjoyed this game very much. Very simple gameplay and
extremely deep historical touch. True grand strategy game. Very recommended!. sounds and looks fantasic four problems
though: the indecator light's appear as a soild wight. and the axles are slightly lifted off of the ground as well as textures on the
incab knonbs are not showing as they should. and the two hood light and two bottom dich light are not showing the light bulb
texture. but pretty good over all detail and functionality is superb. please
note that i am using low end settings givien my hardware at this time.. nah! don't buy this game
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As a fan of games like XCom and FTL the description of Bedlam sounded great, unfortunately the balancing of the game makes
it unplayable. It's a pity because visually the game looks good too, but that doesn't solve broken gameplay.. I love Mig's and
fighter jets such as this, and i must say it is very realistic and the plane feels just really really nice, i hate the price tag for all the
planes but this ones worth it.. this makes me feel all kinds of warmfuzzyweird pseudonostalgic feelings and while it's difficult
it's probably the most *accessible* RSG release thus far.

The music's pretty good, too. \u2665. Simple but fun. Prepare to die a lot.. DO NOT purchase this pack if you're looking to
complete your mod library. The Equilibrium mod that comes with it has a max rank of 5, as opposed to 10 and will not give you
the intended benefit of the full mod. It is different from the Flawed mod which is maxed at 3 ranks.

While this is not indicated anywhere in the written description, it does however show up in the photo slide. Do not make my
mistake.

If this was not intended and DE can fix it up, I will later change the review to reflect the fact.. This game is pretty good for an
early release. finally i get to deal with my quidditch cravings when im off the pitch. there are a few bugs to this game, like
powerups turning on when i specifically turned them off, correct character profiles not showing up when im trying to build my
strategy, and players all running straight down without my permission. the normal mode is too easy and the hard mode is either
too easy or weirdly hard, we need a middle ground? im not too sure about that one, and please, for the love of god, get rid of the
slaughter rule! I am never getting to the snitch phase because im always destroying my opponents before we even get to that
stage.

Things you should add:

ability to make your own character, with training and stuff so u can make your character better-kinda like career mode in fifa,
so u can get traded and stuff.

more jersey\/pitch customization

music?

more characters

a real world cup with country names

optimized graphics? everything seems super blurry

a harry potter mode where you actually fly on broomsticks xD (if u can do it without getting sued)

characters should totally bunch up and like celebrate when you score

oooh broom customization

instead of giving us 6 colours just give us a limitless colour wheel, ooh and the ability to upload an image to use as our team logo

ability to check player stats, like amount of goals and stuff

fighting with other players

injuries, because reserve players are kinda useless atm

other than that guys great game

8\/10

oh and is it possible to play as seeker? if not make that a thing. IT IS NOT LETTING ME USE ENGLISH. The first flight I did
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was Geneva-Yverdon and I was very disappointed in discovering that the Yverdon aerodrome does not exist! For a dedicated
scenario I would expect that all airports in the covered area exist, even if not very detailed.
I hope that it will be improved in the future.
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